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Introduction
============

Chromosome movement in vertebrate somatic cells has been extensively documented ([@bib28]; [@bib16]; [@bib35], [@bib36]; [@bib20]; [@bib23]). In general, chromosomes that are centrally located at the time of nuclear envelope breakdown are likely to become bioriented quickly and align early in prometaphase, whereas chromosomes that are closer to one pole are likely to become monooriented. Monooriented chromosomes remain closely associated with their attached pole and oscillate toward and away from the pole until microtubules emanating from the opposite pole contact the unattached sister kinetochore. Once the chromosome is bioriented it moves away from the pole toward the metaphase plate in a process called congression. Chromosomes aligned at the metaphase plate continue to move, undergoing oscillation about the spindle equator until anaphase onset results in loss of sister chromatid cohesion, thus leading to sister chromatid segregation ([@bib42]).

Chromosome alignment and segregation are driven by both poleward and away from the pole forces. Poleward forces are generated at kinetochores, and although the nature of this force is not entirely understood, it most likely involves the kinetochore-associated microtubule-based motor proteins MCAK/XKCM1, CENP-E, and cytoplasmic dynein ([@bib34]; [@bib44]; [@bib54]; [@bib53]; [@bib48]; [@bib39]; [@bib52]; [@bib25], [@bib38], [@bib41], [@bib27]) in addition to poleward microtubule flux ([@bib29]; [@bib31]; [@bib49]). Away from the pole force is generated by an unknown mechanism acting along the length of chromosome arms. This force has been termed the polar ejection force and has been most clearly demonstrated through micromanipulation experiments in which the arm of a chromosome is physically separated from the kinetochore-containing region ([@bib37]; [@bib4]; [@bib21]). Arm fragments lacking kinetochores are ejected away from the nearest pole in a process that requires nonkinetochore microtubules. The polar ejection force is proposed to act continuously throughout mitosis and to vary in magnitude as a function of distance from the pole ([@bib9]; [@bib35]).

In recent years, kinesin-like motors that localize to chromosome arms (chromokinesins) have been identified and postulated to generate the polar ejection force ([@bib8]; [@bib12]; [@bib47]). Initial evidence supporting this postulate came from studies of mutations in the *nod* gene in *Drosophila*. Nod is a chromokinesin required for positioning and proper segregation of achiasmate chromosomes in metaphase I of female meiosis ([@bib56]; [@bib45]; [@bib1]). It is proposed that Nod generates an away from the pole force necessary to counterbalance poleward kinetochore forces, and that this activity is essential for positioning nonexchange chromosomes because they lack chiasmata to hold homologues together. Consistent with this view, recent experiments have shown that Kid, the vertebrate homologue of Nod, localizes to chromosomes in mitosis ([@bib46]) and that depletion of Xkid from *Xenopus* egg extracts leads to misalignment of chromosomes at the metaphase plate ([@bib3]; [@bib13]). Thus, these studies suggest that the chromokinesin Nod/Kid associates with chromosome arms and generates an away from the pole force (i.e., polar ejection force) necessary for chromosome congression. However, the role of Kid in mitosis in somatic cells has not been tested, and away from the pole movements of chromosomes during congression have classically been defined in cultured somatic cells and not in either *Drosophila* oocytes or frog egg extracts. Thus, we tested the role of the chromokinesin Kid in chromosome movement in somatic cells using time-lapse video microscopy. Our results indicate that Kid is required for generating the polar ejection force that pushes chromosome arms away from the spindle poles, but that this force is not absolutely essential for chromosome congression.

Results
=======

To investigate the role of the human chromokinesin Kid in chromosome movement in mammalian mitosis, we raised polyclonal antibodies against a 42--amino acid region of the protein (amino acids 549--590), which was found to have DNA binding activity in vitro ([@bib46]). The affinity-purified antibody specifically recognized a doublet band of ∼70 kD on immunoblots of total HeLa cell protein ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} A). Immunoblot analysis of nuclear and cytoplasmic subcellular fractions showed that Kid was enriched in the nuclear fraction to a similar degree as NuMA, a control for nuclear enrichment in this fractionation experiment ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} B). The kinesin-related protein Eg5 serves as a cytoplasmic control in this fractionation experiment and verifies that the nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions were efficiently separated. We also determined the cell cycle--dependent abundance of Kid by immunoblot analysis of cells synchronized in the cell cycle. Eg5 levels remained relatively stable throughout the time course and served as a loading control for this experiment ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} C). As expected, Cyclin B levels peaked in G2/M (7--10 h) and dropped precipitously in G1 (11--15 h). The abundance of Kid fluctuated in a pattern similar to that of Cyclin B ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} C), indicating that Kid levels are subject to cell cycle regulation.

![**Kid is a nuclear protein whose levels fluctuate in a cell cycle--dependent manner.** (A) Total HeLa cell protein was separated by SDS-PAGE and blotted with the affinity-purified Kid-specific antibody. Migration positions of myosin (200), β-galactosidase (116), phosphorylase B (97), and albumin (66) are shown in kD. (B) HeLa cells were separated into nuclear and cytoplasmic fractions and total cell, nuclear, and cytoplasmic proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE and blotted with NuMA-, Eg5-, and affinity-purified Kid-specific antibodies as indicated. (C) HeLa cells were synchronized in G1 by double thymidine block, released into fresh media, and harvested in SDS-PAGE sample buffer at indicated times. The approximate percent mitotic index was determined visually. The samples were subjected to immunoblot analysis using Eg5-, cyclin B-, and affinity-purified Kid-specific antibodies as indicated.](0106093f1){#fig1}

We also localized Kid in human CFPAC-1 cells using immunofluorescence microscopy ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) . Kid localized to the nucleus of interphase cells, although the intensity of nuclear Kid staining varied significantly in different cells ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} A). Nuclei of late telophase/early G1 cells ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} F, arrows) stained very weakly for Kid, consistent with the cell cycle--dependent fluctuations in Kid abundance ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} C). Upon entry into mitosis, Kid localized to the condensed chromosomes from prophase to anaphase ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}, B--E). Kid also localized to spindle poles in prometaphase and metaphase ([Fig. 2, C and D](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and displayed some punctate cytoplasmic staining, the nature of which is unknown. Immunofluorescence analysis of isolated human chromosomes showed that Kid is associated with chromosome arms in a punctate pattern ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) . Taken together, these results demonstrate that our polyclonal antibody is specific for the human Kid protein. Moreover, these results show that human Kid levels fluctuate in a cell cycle--dependent manner, and that Kid associates with chromosome arms throughout mitosis consistent with recent descriptions of Xkid in *Xenopus* ([@bib3]; [@bib13]).

![**Kid localizes to the nucleus in interphase and to chromosomes and spindles in mitosis in human CFPAC-1 cells.** Cultured CFPAC-1 cells were processed for immunofluorescence microscopy using Kid- (green) and tubulin-specific antibodies (red), and the DNA-specific dye DAPI (blue). Representative examples of cells in interphase (A and F), prophase (B), prometaphase (C), metaphase (D), anaphase (E), and telophase (F) are shown. Arrows indicate nuclei of telophase cells that were identified by a prominent midbody. Bars, 10 μm.](0106093f2){#fig2}

![**Kid displays a punctate staining pattern along chromosome arms.** Chromosomes from mitotic HeLa cells were stained with the DNA-specific dye DAPI (blue, A and C), for kinetochores with human anticentromere antibody (red, A and C) and with either Kid-specific antibody (B) or secondary antibody alone (D). Bar, 5 μm.](0106093f3){#fig3}

Chromosome movement on monopolar spindles in cells injected with Kid-specific antibodies
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine Kid\'s role in chromosome movement in vertebrate-cultured cells we microinjected Kid-specific antibodies into human CFPAC-1 cells. Immunofluorescence analysis of cells that entered mitosis subsequent to injection with preimmune IgG showed Kid staining on chromosomes and spindles in metaphase ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} A) similar to uninjected cells ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} D). Cells that entered mitosis subsequent to injection with Kid-specific antibodies showed Kid staining on spindles similar to control cells, but significantly reduced Kid staining on chromosomes ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} B). The average pixel intensity of Kid staining in the region of the spindle poles was not significantly different between cells injected with control (140 relative units) or Kid-specific (151 relative units) antibodies. In contrast, the average pixel intensity of Kid staining on chromosomes was reduced from 1,716 relative units in cells injected with control antibodies to 161 relative units in cells injected with Kid-specific antibodies. Thus, injection of G1 cells with antibodies targeting the putative DNA binding domain of Kid blocks the association of Kid with chromosomes in the ensuing mitosis and reduces the quantity of Kid associated with chromosome arms by at least 10-fold.

![**Microinjection of Kid-specific antibodies results in loss of Kid staining on chromosomes.** Cultured CFPAC-1 cells were microinjected with either preimmune antibodies (A) or Kid-specific antibodies (B) and were processed for immunofluorescence using Kid-specific serum and the DNA-specific dye DAPI as indicated. Bar, 10 μm.](0106093f4){#fig4}

Initially, we examined chromosome movement on monopolar spindles after perturbation of Kid. Chromosome position and oscillation on monopolar spindles is determined by the antagonistic actions of poleward kinetochore forces and the polar ejection force ([@bib9]). In the absence of biorientation, the only force acting to push chromosomes away from the center of a monopolar spindle is the polar ejection force. Therefore, it stands to reason that perturbation of the polar ejection force on monopolar spindles would cause chromosomes to aggregate in the center of a monopolar spindle.

Cells injected with Eg5-specific antibodies form monopolar spindles due to a failure in centrosome separation ([@bib5]; [@bib15]; [@bib50]; [@bib40]). Time-lapse video microscopy of cells injected with Eg5-specific antibodies showed that chromosomes formed a ring around the single pole ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} A). There was a conspicuous chromosome-clear zone at the center of the monaster, and chromosomes were often oriented in a "V" shape with their kinetochore region pulled poleward and their arms pushed outward ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} A, arrows). Furthermore, chromosomes oscillated toward and away from the pole, and were maintained ∼10 μm from the pole.

![**Chromosome movement on monopolar spindles in the presence or absence of Kid-specific antibodies.** (A) Chromosome movement in a CFPAC-1 cell microinjected with antibodies to Eg5. Selected differential interference contrast images from a time-lapse record of a mitotic cell that has been microinjected with Eg5- specific antibodies. Times are indicated in hours:minutes:seconds. Arrows indicate chromosomes oriented with their arms pushed away from the pole and arrowhead indicates the center of the monopolar spindle (Video 1). (B) Chromosome movement in a CFPAC-1 cell microinjected with antibodies to both Eg5 and Kid. Selected differential interference contrast images from a time-lapse record of a mitotic cell that has been coinjected with Eg5-specific and Kid-specific antibodies. Times are indicated in hours:minutes:seconds. Arrowhead indicates the center of the monopolar spindle (Video 2). Bar, 10 μm. Supplemental video is available online at <http://www.jcb.org/content/vol154/issue6/>.](0106093f5){#fig5}

In contrast, time-lapse video microscopy of cells coinjected with Eg5- and Kid-specific antibodies showed that chromosomes moved poleward and approached very close to the center of the monaster forming a clump ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} B). We could not detect a chromosome-clear zone at the center of these monopolar spindles and chromosomes did not oscillate ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} B). Furthermore, it was difficult to identify individual chromosome arms in these cells, as chromosomes intermingled in the cluster and did not orient in a "V" shape as in cells injected with Eg5-specific antibodies alone.

To examine chromosome position on monopolar spindles in more detail we stained injected cells for centrosomes, chromosomes, and kinetochores ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}) . Tubulin staining of cells injected with Eg5-specific antibodies or both Eg5- and Kid-specific antibodies showed monopolar spindles that were indistinguishable (unpublished data). Chromosomes on monopolar spindles induced by perturbation of Eg5 alone were arranged in a ring around the centrosome with their arms oriented away from the pole and the kinetochores proximal to the pole ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} A). In contrast, chromosomes on monopolar spindles induced by perturbation of both Eg5 and Kid were tightly clustered adjacent to the centrosome ([Fig. 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} B). In a given focal plane, chromosomes occupied an area of ∼660 μm^2^ in cells injected with both antibodies, compared with ∼1,200 μm^2^ in cells injected with Eg5 antibodies alone. Kinetochores in cells injected with both antibodies were nonuniformly arranged at variable distances from the centrosome. Although a few kinetochores were located very close to the centrosome, the variability in kinetochore location relative to the centrosome resulted in no significant difference in the average centromere to centrosome distances in cells injected with Eg5 antibodies alone, compared with cells injected with both Eg5 and Kid antibodies. Taken together, these data demonstrate that Kid generates an away from the pole force consistent with the properties of the polar ejection force. On monopolar spindles, the force generated by Kid is necessary to maintain the distance between a chromosome and the pole, presumably by antagonizing poleward kinetochore activity. Kid activity is also necessary to generate oscillatory chromosome movement.

![**Kid function is required for away from the pole force on chromosomes on monopolor spindles.** CFPAC-1 cells were microinjected with either Eg5-specific antibodies alone (A) or Eg5- and Kid-specific antibodies together (B). The cells were monitored until they entered mitosis and were processed for immunofluorescence using human anticentrosome antibodies (red), CENP-E-specific antibodies (green), and the DNA-specific dye DAPI (blue). Bar, 10 μm.](0106093f6){#fig6}

Chromosome movement on bipolar spindles in cells injected with Kid-specific antibodies
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine the role of the polar ejection force generated by Kid in chromosome positioning on bipolar spindles in vertebrate cultured cells, we performed time-lapse video microscopy on mitotic cells after microinjection with Kid-specific antibodies. Control cells injected with preimmune IgG displayed chromosome movements indistinguishable from uninjected cells and characteristic of other somatic cells described in the literature. Chromosomes attached to the spindle and congressed to the metaphase plate with their arms oriented perpendicular to the long axis of the spindle ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"} , arrows). In general, chromosomes at the metaphase plate were oriented with their arms perpendicular to the long axis of the spindle and oscillated about the spindle equator. Under the conditions used here, control cells entered anaphase within ∼1 h after nuclear envelope breakdown.

![**Chromosome movement in a CFPAC-1 cell microinjected with preimmune antibodies.** Selected differential interference contrast images from a video record of a mitotic cell that has been microinjected with preimmune antibodies. Times are indicated in hours:minutes:seconds. The arrow indicates a chromosome undergoing congression to the metaphase plate with its arms oriented perpendicular to the long axis of the spindle (Video 3). Bar, 10 μm. Supplemental video is available online at <http://www.jcb.org/content/vol154/issue6/>.](0106093f7){#fig7}

Cells injected with Kid-specific antibodies entered mitosis, built bipolar spindles, and displayed chromosome velocities poleward, away from the pole, and in anaphase not significantly different from uninjected and control injected cells ([Table I](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} A). 82.5% of these cells aligned chromosomes at the metaphase plate and underwent anaphase within ∼1 h after nuclear envelope breakdown ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} A). Electron microscopy showed that kinetochore fiber formation in injected cells was similar to control cells (unpublished data). Also, staining with an anticentromere antibody showed no significant difference in interkinetochore spacing between uninjected cells, cells injected with preimmune antibodies, and cells injected with Kid-specific antibodies (unpublished data). These results, when coupled with the fact that anaphase onset was not delayed and chromosome velocities were normal, demonstrate that most aspects of spindle assembly, such as kinetochore--microtubule interaction and checkpoint satisfaction, were not altered by injection of Kid-specific antibodies. However, chromosomes in these cells were not oriented properly on the spindle. In contrast to control cells, chromosomes in cells injected with Kid-specific antibodies congressed to the metaphase plate with their arms trailing and oriented parallel to the long axis of the spindle ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} A, arrows). Chromosomes at the metaphase plate were also oriented with their arms pointing conspicuously poleward, parallel to the long axis of the spindle ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} A, arrowheads).

###### 

**Chromosome velocities (**μ**m/min)**

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Treatment              Poleward (n)[a](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   Away from the pole (n)[a](#tfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   Anaphase A (n)[b](#tfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}   Percentage of cells\
                                                                                                                                                                               that complete mitosis (n)[c](#tfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}
  ---------------------- --------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------------
  Uninjected             3.76 ± 1.65 (37)                              3.87 ± 0.85 (41)                                        2.68 ± 0.50 (16)                                100 (16)

  Control IgG injected   3.80 ± 1.16 (24)                              3.81 ± 0.85 (29)                                        2.68 ± 0.39 (10)                                100 (10)
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The poleward and away from the pole velocities for uninjected and injected control cells include measurements of cells in prometaphase and metaphase. The values obtained during these two phases of mitosis were pooled because there was no significant difference between these rates during prometaphase and metaphase. The poleward and away from the pole velocities for α-Kid--injected cells include measurements of cells in prometaphase only, because metaphase cells did not show significant poleward and away from the pole chromosome movements.

The rate of poleward movement at anaphase A was measured using the leading edge of the chromatid mass. Thus, the number of measurements refers to the number of cells observed.

The percentage of cells that complete mitosis refers to the percentage of recorded cells that achieve a complete metaphase chromosome alignment, enter anaphase, and exit mitosis.

###### 

**Chromosome movement in a CFPAC-1 cell microinjected with Kid- specific antibodies.** (A) Selected differential interference contrast images from a video record of a mitotic cell that has been microinjected with Kid-specific antibodies. Times are indicated in hours:minutes:seconds. The arrow indicates a chromosome undergoing congression to the metaphase plate with its arms trailing toward the pole. Arrowheads indicate chromosomes at the metaphase plate with their arms oriented toward the pole, parallel to the long axis of the spindle (Video 4). (B) Chromosome oscillations are reduced in CFPAC-1 cells microinjected with antibodies to Kid. Traces of single representative chromosomes in an uninjected control cell and a cell injected with Kid-specific antibodies in metaphase and prometaphase as indicated. Distance (μm) of the centromeric region of the chromosome from the spindle equator is plotted versus time (s). (C) Chromosome oscillations were counted for 10 chromosomes each from uninjected control cells and cells injected with Kid-specific antibodies, and the average number of oscillations per 10-min time period is shown. Bar, 10 μm. Supplemental video is available online at <http://www.jcb.org/content/vol154/issue6/>.
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The remaining 17.5% of cells injected with Kid-specific antibodies built bipolar spindles but failed to enter anaphase during observation (up to 3 h). Immunofluorescence analysis of one such cell that had been in prometaphase for 2.75 h at the time of fixation indicated that whereas most chromosomes were efficiently aligned at the metaphase plate, a few chromosomes remained closely associated with the poles ([Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}) . These data demonstrate that perturbation of the polar ejection force generated by Kid in cells containing bipolar spindles leads to disruption of chromosome arm orientation on the spindle, but only rarely disrupts chromosome congression.

![**Failure of chromosome congression in some cells injected with Kid-specific antibodies.** An anti-Kid injected CFPAC-1 cell which had been in prometaphase for 2.75 h, was processed for immunofluorescence using tubulin-specific antibodies and the DNA-specific dye DAPI as indicated.](0106093f9){#fig9}

We also observed that chromosome oscillations were significantly reduced in cells injected with Kid-specific antibodies ([Fig. 8, B and C](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). On average, chromosomes made significantly more oscillations in a given interval in control cells compared with cells injected with Kid-specific antibodies ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} C; *t* test, *P* \< 10^−8^). To represent this graphically, we tracked the position of individual chromosomes relative to the metaphase plate by measuring the distance of the centromere domain from the spindle equator over time ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} B). A chromosome in an uninjected control cell oscillated about the cell equator achieving a maximal displacement of ∼6 μm in either direction. In contrast, a chromosome in a cell injected with Kid-specific antibodies remained relatively stationary, moving no more than ∼1 μm in either direction. Similar suppression of oscillatory chromosome movement was observed during prometaphase as chromosomes made smooth, uninterrupted poleward movement upon initial monoorientation (unpublished data) and congression upon biorientation ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} A, arrow, and B). Thus, perturbation of Kid function in cultured human cells suppressed oscillatory chromosome movement.

Discussion
==========

The polar ejection force has been most thoroughly characterized in cultured vertebrate cells and is a force that pushes chromosome arms away from spindle poles ([@bib35]). The polar ejection force antagonizes poleward kinetochore force and is necessary to maintain the position of monooriented chromosomes some distance from the pole on both bipolar and monopolar spindles ([@bib37]; [@bib9]; [@bib21]). Data presented here show that perturbation of Kid function causes chromosomes to aggregate near the center of monopolar spindles. In the absence of biorientation on monopolar spindles, the polar ejection force is the only mechanism available to push chromosomes away from the center of a monpolar spindle, and these results demonstrate that Kid provides that force. Thus, this is the first experiment that directly demonstrates that Kid generates polar ejection force because it eliminates any potentially confounding influences that arise when examining chromosome behavior on bipolar spindles. This experiment also indicates that our antibody injection efficiently perturbed Kid function, and that there may not be mechanisms for generating polar ejection force that act redundantly to Kid.

Our results also show that only a small proportion of cells with bipolar spindles failed to enter anaphase in a timely manner after disruption of Kid. Cells delayed in anaphase onset had one or more chromosomes closely opposed to a spindle pole, which is expected based on the proposal that the polar ejection force is necessary for chromosome congression ([@bib35]). However, most chromosomes in these cells were aligned at the metaphase plate and most injected cells succeeded in alignment of all chromosomes and progression to anaphase. Furthermore, we directly observed chromosome congression to the metaphase plate in injected cells ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} A). The likely scenario that explains these observations is that those chromosomes centrally located at the time of nuclear envelope breakdown capture microtubules at both kinetochores and achieve biorientation independently of the polar ejection force and are unaffected by perturbation of Kid function. Chromosomes located near one pole at the time of nuclear envelope breakdown most likely capture microtubules at the kinetochore facing that pole. Many of those monooriented chromosomes achieve biorientation and congress despite perturbation of Kid function as shown in [Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} A. However, other monooriented chromosomes remain too close to (or behind) the pole in the absence of Kid function for the sister kinetochore to efficiently capture microtubules from the opposite pole, and cells containing these chronically monooriented chromosomes are significantly delayed in anaphase onset ([Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). These observations demonstrate that the function of Kid (and, by inference, the polar ejection force) in vertebrate-cultured cells is to push chromosomes away from the pole in order to facilitate biorientation ([@bib37]; [@bib35]).

The demonstration that Kid generates polar ejection force in somatic cells is consistent with the function of Kid and its relative, Nod, in meiotic systems. In *Xenopus* egg extracts, Kid was shown to be necessary for accurate chromosome alignment on bipolar spindles ([@bib3]; [@bib13]). Perturbation of Kid function caused chromosome arms to orient toward spindle poles and caused chromosome displacement from the metaphase plate despite the fact that initial chromosome alignment appeared normal and that 40 or 72% (depending on the particular study) of kinetochore regions remained properly positioned at the spindle equator. Similarly, the *nod* gene product in *Drosophila* has been shown to be essential for positioning of nonexchange chromosomes during female meiosis, and mutations in Nod cause segregation defects of nonexchange chromosomes because they are improperly positioned ([@bib55]; [@bib56]; [@bib45]). Results from both of these meiotic systems are consistent with Kid/Nod providing the polar ejection force. The major discrepancy between the data presented here and data from meiotic systems is that chromosome alignment defects observed after perturbation of Kid function on meiotic spindles are more severe than on mitotic spindles. We find that only 17.5% of cultured vertebrate cells failed to align all chromosomes and proceed to anaphase ([Figs. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} and [9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}), whereas 80% of spindles in frog egg extracts contained misaligned chromosomes and nonexchange chromosomes (i.e., chromosome 4) failed to position properly during 84% of female meiosis in fruit flies ([@bib45]; [@bib3]; [@bib13]). The most likely explanation for this difference is that meiotic spindles differ from mitotic spindles in the relative contribution that nonkinetochore microtubules make toward chromosome alignment. A definitive example of such differences between meiotic and mitotic systems is observed in *Drosophila*. The *nod* gene product is essential for nonexchange chromosome positioning during female meiosis, but is not necessary for chromosome alignment in mitosis or alignment of exchange chromosomes in female meiosis ([@bib55]; [@bib56]; [@bib8]; [@bib45]).

Chromosome congression and oscillation
--------------------------------------

Current models for chromosome oscillation and positioning on spindles involve a combination of kinetochore directional instability and the polar ejection force ([@bib32]; [@bib35], [@bib36]). Chromosomes in many animal species show distinct oscillatory behavior on spindles, and these oscillations are generated by nonperiodic switching in kinetochore activity between modes of poleward force generation and neutral ([@bib42]; [@bib21]). The regulation of kinetochore switching is currently unknown, but is proposed to involve kinetochore tension, a depletable kinetochore component that requires a defined recharging period, or a combination of the two ([@bib42]; [@bib36]). Likewise, the mechanism of chromosome congression to the spindle equator is unknown and has been postulated to rely on the polar ejection force to either provide a position at the spindle equator where away from the pole forces are balanced ([@bib35]; [@bib23]), or to generate tension that biases kinetochore switching such that chromosomes spend more time moving toward the spindle equator rather than toward the poles ([@bib42]).

We show that disruption of the polar ejection force suppressed oscillatory chromosome movement on both monopolar and bipolar spindles. These data fit the model that the polar ejection force generated by Kid, either directly or indirectly, regulates the switching of kinetochores between poleward and neutral modes to generate chromosome oscillation in somatic cells. These results favor a tension-based mechanism for regulating kinetochore switching because perturbation of Kid eliminates the away from the pole force, which would generate tension by antagonizing poleward kinetochore force. However, the data cannot rule out the possibility of a combinatorial mechanism involving the tension-dependent depletion of a kinetochore component. Interestingly, perturbation of Kid function alters chromosome arm orientation as well as chromosome oscillation, yielding chromosome behavior in cultured vertebrate cells that is remarkably similar to chromosome behavior in plant cells ([@bib43]). In plant cells, chromosomes do not oscillate, chromosome arms point toward spindle poles, and chromosome-severing experiments indicate an absence of polar ejection forces ([@bib22]). These similarities suggest that a primary difference in chromosome behavior between plant cells and vertebrate cells may be due solely to the presence or absence of the polar ejection force.

We also find that chromosome congression occurs efficiently in the absence of the polar ejection force. The polar ejection force is important to ensure that all chromosomes attain biorientation, but once sister kinetochores engage microtubules from opposite poles, chromosomes move to the spindle equator independently of the polar ejection force ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). These results are in line with observations from mitosis with unreplicated genome cells. Those experiments showed that isolated kinetochores, dislocated from their associated chromatin and hence subject to little, if any, polar ejection force, retained the capacity to align at the spindle equator ([@bib6]; [@bib30]; [@bib57]). Collectively, the data are consistent with the idea that kinetochores are "smart" ([@bib28]; [@bib32]), and do not fit models for chromosome congression based on biased durations of oscillatory movement or balancing of away from the pole forces. Although we do not dispute the fact that the polar ejection force provides positional information, these results demonstrate that kinetochores obtain information about their position on the spindle from other sources in addition to the polar ejection force. These additional positional cues are unknown at this time and numerous possibilities have been discussed in the literature (for review see [@bib28]; [@bib36]). One possibility is that the poleward force exerted (or experienced) by kinetochores is directly proportional to the length of kinetochore fibers ([@bib33]). This "traction fiber" model has garnered experimental support ([@bib19]; [@bib18]) and is the only model for poleward chromosome movement that invokes microtubule disassembly at minus ends ([@bib28]). We favor this possibility because microtubule disassembly at minus ends, as a component of poleward microtubule flux ([@bib29]), is a consistent feature of spindles in metazoan cells ([@bib31]; [@bib51]; [@bib11]) and can generate significant force ([@bib49]). Whereas the rate of poleward microtubule flux is too slow to provide the primary mechanism for poleward chromosome movement in cultured vertebrate cells ([@bib31]), the force generated by flux may supply positional information to kinetochores to drive chromosome alignment.

Materials and methods
=====================

Cell culture
------------

The human HeLa cell line was maintained in DME containing 10% FCS, 50 IU/ml penicillin, and 50 μg/ml streptomycin. The human CFPAC-1 cell line was maintained in Iscove\'s modified DME containing 10% FCS, 50 IU/ml penicillin, and 50 μg/ml streptomycin. Cells were grown at 37°C in a humidified incubator with a 5% CO~2~ atmosphere.

Antibodies
----------

Kid-specific antibodies were prepared by immunizing rabbits with a 42--amino acid segment of the Kid protein that spans the DNA binding domain ([@bib46]). A cDNA-encoding full-length Kid was obtained from the human genome sequencing consortium (GenBank/EMBL/DDBJ accession no. [R56446](R56446)) and the region encoding the DNA binding domain was PCR amplified using the forward primer (CGGGATCCACATCCTGAAGAATAAAG) containing a BamH1 site and the reverse primer (CCGCTCGAGTTGGCGCCCATGAGC) containing an Xho1 site. The PCR product was gel purified, digested with BamH1 and Xho1, and inserted into the BamH1 and Xho1 sites of the PGEX-5X-3 vector. This construct results in the in frame fusion of glutathione *S*-transferase and amino acids 549--590 of Kid. Recombinant protein was expressed in BL21-Gold *Escherichia coli* by induction with 1 mM IPTG to liquid culture and purified by affinity chromatography using glutathione Sepharose-4B (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech). The column eluate was dialyzed against PBS and used to immunize two rabbits.

Kid-specific antibodies were affinity purified using the glutathione *S*-transferase--Kid DNA binding domain coupled to Affi-gel 10 (Bio-Rad Laboratories). Anti-Kid serum was adsorbed to the matrix for 30 min at room temperature. The gel was washed twice with TBS (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl) and Kid-specific antibodies were eluted with 5 ml of 0.5% acetic acid and 0.15 M NaCl. The acid was neutralized with 1 M Tris-HCl, pH 9, to a final pH of ∼7, and the eluate was dialyzed overnight against PBS. The antibodies were then concentrated using Centricon spin columns (Millipore) to a final concentration of 20 mg/ml.

Other antibodies used in these experiments were as follows: NuMA was detected using a rabbit polyclonal antibody ([@bib14]); Eg5 was detected using a rabbit polyclonal antibody raised against the central rod domain ([@bib50]); tubulin was detected using the mouse monoclonal antibody DM1α (Sigma-Aldrich); cyclin B was detected using the mouse monoclonal antibody GNS1 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology); kinetochores were detected using either the human anticentromeric antibody ACA-m provided by Kevin Sullivan (Scripps Research Institute, San Diego, CA) or mouse monoclonal CENP-E antibodies provided by Tim Yen (Fox Chase Cancer Center, Philadelphia, PA); and centrosomes were detected with a human anticentrosome antibody provided by J.B. Rattner (University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta).

Subcellular fractionation
-------------------------

The method used to prepare nuclear and cytoplasmic subcellular fractions was modified from [@bib26]. Unsynchronized HeLa cells were harvested with trypsin, washed three times with PBS, and resuspended in 10 ml of hypotonic buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 10 mM NaCl, 1.5 mM MgCl~2~). The cells were incubated on ice for 15 min and were pelleted at 2,000 rpm, 4°C in an SS-34 rotor. The cells were resuspended in hypotonic buffer at 1.8 × 10^7^ cells/ml and lysed by 8--10 strokes in a glass Dounce™ homogenizer. The homogenate was separated into a soluble cytoplasmic fraction and an insoluble crude nuclear fraction by centrifugation at 3,000 rpm, 4°C. The crude nuclear fraction was further enriched by resuspension in 5 ml of 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 250 mM sucrose, 3 mM MgCl~2~, 1 mM PMSF, followed by centrifugation over 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.5, 880 mM sucrose, 3 mM MgCl~2~, and 1 mM PMSF at 3,500 rpm, 4°C. The resulting nuclear pellet was resuspended in a volume equal to the dounce volume.

Cell cycle timecourse
---------------------

HeLa cells were synchronized by double block with 2 mM thymidine. The cells were washed with fresh media to release block and were harvested at various time points in SDS sample buffer. The approximate percent mitotic index was visually determined at each time point.

Immunoblotting
--------------

Cultured cells or subcellular fractions were solubilized with SDS-PAGE sample buffer. The proteins were then separated by size using SDS-PAGE ([@bib24]) and transferred to polyvinyldifluoride membrane (Millipore Corp.). The membranes were blocked in 5% milk TBS for 30 min at room temperature, and the primary antibody incubated for 3 h at room temperature in 1% milk TBS. Nonbound primary antibody was removed by washing five times for 3 min each in TBS, and bound antibody was detected using either HRP-conjugated protein A or HRP-conjugated goat anti--mouse (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc.). Nonbound secondary was washed away as above and the signal detected using chemiluminescence.

Chromosome spread
-----------------

HeLa cells were synchronized by double block with 2 mM thymidine. After release from thymidine block, cells were allowed to grow for 6 h and nocodazole was added to a final concentration of 40 ng/ml. Mitotic cells were shaken off the bottom of the dish after 8 h, collected by centrifugation at 1,500 rpm, and washed twice in cold PBS. Cells were resuspended in 10 ml hypotonic buffer and incubated on ice for 15 min. The cells were broken by dounce homogenization, the homogenate seeded onto poly-[l]{.smallcaps}-lysine--coated glass coverslips, and the coverslips fixed and prepared for immunofluorescence as described below.

Antibody microinjection
-----------------------

CFPAC-1 cells growing on photo-etched alphanumeric glass coverslips (Bellco Glass Co.) were microinjected following the procedures of [@bib10] and [@bib7]. For all experiments reported here, cells were arrested in late G1 by double block with 2 mM thymidine, injected in the nucleus, released from thymidine block, and analyzed 8--12 h later. Preimmune, Kid-specific, and Eg5-specific IgG\'s were purified from whole serum for microinjection by affinity chromatography using protein A--conjugated agarose (Roche). IgG fractions were placed into microinjection buffer (100 mM KCl, 10 mM KPO~4~, pH 7.0) by gel filtration using PD-10 Sepharose (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech) and concentrated using Centricon spin columns (Millipore) to a final concentration of 20 mg/ml (anti-Kid and preimmune) and 5 mg/ml (anti-Eg5).

Time-lapse microscopy
---------------------

Methods for time-lapse video microscopy were performed as described previously ([@bib17]) with the exception that cells were injected into the nucleus during G1 and monitored by time-lapse when they subsequently entered mitosis ∼8--12 h later.

Chromosome velocities were obtained from the digital time-lapse record of each cell. The microscopy system used for time-lapse recordings was calibrated using a stage micrometer under the same conditions used for image acquisition. Individual chromosome movement was tracked by frame-by-frame analysis of digital images using Openlab software (Improvision, Inc.). The straight line calibration tool in the Openlab software package was used to determine the distance traveled by an individual chromosome at the point of its centromere between different time points. Velocities were then calculated by dividing the total distance traveled (in μm) by the time interval in which the measurements were made (in minutes). The spindle equator was used as a frame of reference, and was assigned as the position where a bulk of the chromosomes were aligned. Chromosomes were judged to be making directed movements and/or oscillations when the chromosome was displaced by ≥2 μm in a linear fashion. Displacement of this magnitude is easily distinguishable from Brownian motion ([@bib2]).

Indirect immunofluorescence
---------------------------

Fixation conditions varied depending on the specific experiment. For localization of Kid by indirect immunofluorescence microscopy ([Figs. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and in the case of anti-Eg5 and anti-Eg5/anti-Kid injections ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}), CFPAC-1 cells were incubated in MTSB (4 mM glycerol, 100 mM Pipes, pH 6.9, 1 mM EGTA, and 5 mM MgCl~2~) for 1 min, extracted in MTSB + 0.5% Triton X-100 for 2 min, followed by MTSB for 2 min. Cells were fixed in 3.5% paraformaldehyde for 5 min. When processing injected cells for immunofluorescence after time-lapse video microscopy ([Fig. 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}), cells were fixed in 3% paraformaldehyde + 0.05% glutaraldehyde for 5 min without prior extraction followed by permeabilization in TBS + 1% albumin containing 0.5% Triton X-100. Chromosome spread samples ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}) were fixed in 3.5% paraformaldehyde without prior extraction, followed by TBS + 1% albumin containing 0.5% Triton X-100. In all cases, samples were rehydrated in TBS containing 1% albumin for 5 min after fixation. The primary antibodies were incubated for 30 min in TBS + 1% albumin and detected using either fluorescein or Texas red--conjugated species-specific secondary antibodies at 1:500 (Vector Laboratories). DNA was detected using DAPI at 0.4 μg/ml (Sigma-Aldrich). The coverslips were washed and mounted in Vectashield FITC-guard mounting medium (Vector Laboratories).

Fluorescent images were captured with a Hamamatsu Orca II cooled CCD camera mounted on a ZEISS Axioplan 2 microscope equipped for epifluorescence. A series of 0.5-μm optical sections were collected in the z plane for each channel (DAPI, fluorescein, and/or Texas red) and deconvolved using the Openlab software (Improvision Inc.) to eliminate extraneous fluorescence background.

Online supplemental material
----------------------------

Supplemental video material is available at <http://www.jcb.org/content/vol154/issue6/>. Time-lapse video microscopy reveals the role of the chromokinesin Kid during mitosis. When the microtubule motor protein Eg5 is perturbed, monopolar spindles form ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} A), and time-lapse DIC microscopy shows that chromosomes continuously oscillate toward and away from the pole (Video 1). If the chromokinesin Kid is perturbed along with Eg5 ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} B), the chromosomes coalesce into a mass adjacent to the pole of a monopolar spindle indicating that Kid generates the force that pushes chromosomes away from the pole on monopolar spindles (Video 2). In cells containing bipolar spindles ([Fig. 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), time-lapse DIC microscopy shows that chromosomes move to the metaphase plate with their arms perpendicular to the spindle axis and continuously oscillate at the spindle equator (Video 3). When the chromokinesin Kid is perturbed ([Fig. 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}), time-lapse DIC microscopy shows that chromosomes congress to the metaphase plate with their arms trailing and do not oscillate (Video 4). These data indicate that the polar ejection force generated by the chromokinesin Kid is essential for chromosome arm orientation and oscillation on mitotic spindles, but that Kid is not absolutely required for chromosome congression to the metaphase plate, suggesting that kinetochores obtain positioning information from sources other than the polar ejection force.

Supplemental Material
=====================
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